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Section-A

PC-363-CV-19
M.A./M.Sc. (3nd Semeste

Examination, Dec.-2020
MATHEMATICS

Paper-lV
FUZZY SETS AND THEIR APPLICA

1. Answer the following questions:-

(a) fwo fuzzy sets are equal if they have the same num

their....... are equal.
(b) For tvvo fuzzy sets A and B on universal set X_ lAl+
(c) rne law of do not holds for fuzzy sets.

(d) Define Drastic intersection.
(e) Uenne Decreasing generator
(f) Write an example of fuzzy number.
(g) Oenne total projection of fuzzy relation.
(h) Define fuzzy pre-order relation.

0 a fuzzy relation R is max-min transitive if
0 fne only idempotent t - norm is ......

2. Answer all questions :-
(a) Computer relative cardinality of followingfuzzy

A-3+Z+u +n +!abcde
(b) fin0 .46 for fuzzy set

A = {(1, .2), (2, .4), (3, .6), (4,1)}
(c) Prove that followingfuzzy set is fuzzy number

BG) _ {; ":^:,f;*](d) The matrix of fuzzy relation R (x,y) is

ab
x

R_Y
Z

find domain of R

(e) Prove that following relation is not reflexive.
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Answer any five of the foilowing offi
3. (a) Prove that a fuzzy set A on R is convex if and only if

A (k, +( 1 -l)xr)> Min [A(xr), A(rr)]
For all x1,x2 ER and all 1, € [0, L]

(b) Give example of ftzzy sets in X such that
AuAc: X, AnAc+0

4. (a) State and prove first decomposition theorem.
(b) At f:x + Y be an arbitrary crisp function then for

o(€ [0,1] prove that o( +[f(A)] - f[x +A]

Iaw of contradiction them prove that ( i, u, c ) does
(b) At f be a decreasing generator. Then a function g

g(a) - (0) - f(a),a € [0,1]

5

6

12x5=60

mbers the prove that A x B

tive Lattice in which

7.

8.

A e f(x) and for all

State and prove first characterization theorem offuzzy co pliments.
excluded middle and the(a) Let ( i, u, c ) be a dual triple that satisfies the larv

satisfy the distributive laws.
by

is an increasing generator with g(l) = f(0) and its Pseudo- e is given by

g(-1)(a) _ 1(-t)t(0) - al, a € R
At xe {+, , ' ,1} anrl A , B be continuous fuzzy
is also a continuous fuzzy numbers.
At R be set of all fuzzy numbers then prove that R is d
MIN and MAX represent the meet and join respectively.

9. Solve PoQ: r where
1

0

0

0
and

r - [.8 .7 .s 0]
10. (a) For any fuzzy relation R on X2 prove that the

@

relation

_U R'
n:l

is the i - transitive closure of R
(b) Prove that the properties of symmetry, reflexivity transitivity are preserved

under inversion for both crisp and fuzzy relations.
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